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Pandora’s Promise premiered at the Sundance Film 
Festival in January 2013 where it received critical 
and popular acclaim.  The film asks whether the one 
technology we fear most could save our planet from a 
climate catastrophe, while providing the energy needed 
to lift billions of people in the developing world out of 
poverty. In his controversial new film, Academy-Award® 
nominated director, Robert Stone, tells the intensely 
personal stories of environmentalists and energy experts 
who have undergone a radical conversion from being 
fiercely anti to strongly pro-nuclear energy, risking their 
careers and reputations in the process.

Stone exposes this controversy within the environmental 
movement head-on with stories of defection by heavy 
weights including Stewart Brand, Richard Rhodes, 
Gwyneth Cravens, Mark Lynas and Michael Shellenberger. 
Undaunted and fearlessly independent, Pandora’s 
Promise is a landmark work that is forever changing the 
conversation about the myths and science behind this 
deeply emotional and polarising issue. 

ABOUT THE DIRECTOR – Multi-award-winning, Oscar-
nominated and Emmy-nominated documentary filmmaker, 
Robert Stone (Guerrilla: The Taking of Patty Hearst, 2004; 
Oswald’s Ghost, 2007; Earth Days, 2009),  has over the 
last 25 years, developed a steady international reputation 
with a range of unique and critically acclaimed feature-
documentaries about American history, pop-culture, the 
mass media and the environment.  Owen Gleiberman 
(Entertainment Weekly) has called Stone ‘the most under-
celebrated great documentary filmmaker in America,’ 
having directed ‘two of the most explosively insightful 
documentaries of the last decade.’

TOUR DATES
Robert Stone will be attending Q&A sessions at the following 
Australian screenings:

MElBOURnE: October 8th Classic Cinema, Elsternwick

ADElAIDE: October 9th Mercury Cinema, Morphett St

PERTH: October 10th Luna Palace Cinemas, Nedlands

HOBART: October 10th State Cinema, Elizabeth St *

CAnBERRA: October 11th The Arc Cinema, McCoy Circuit

SyDnEy: October 12th & 13th Hoyts, Moore Park

BRISBAnE: October 14th Bemac Cinema, Kangaroo Point
* Robert Stone will not be attending Hobart screening

The aTomic bomb and melTdowns like Fukushima have made nuclear power 
synonymous wiTh global disasTer. buT whaT iF we’ve goT nuclear power wrong? 
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